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Abstract
As the Free and Open Source (FOSS) concept has
matured, its commercial significance has also
increased, and issues such as quality and
sustainability have moved to the fore. In this study,
we focus on time-based release management in large
volunteer FOSS projects, and reveal how it addresses
quality and sustainability issues. We discuss the
differences between release management in the
traditional software context and contrast it with
FOSS settings. Based on detailed case studies of a
number of prominent FOSS projects, we describe the
move to time-based release management and identify
the factors and criteria necessary for a successful
transition. We also consider the implications for
software development more generally in the current
dynamic Internet-enabled environment.

1.

Introduction

“Release early and release often.” Despite
Raymond’s [1998] catchy if somewhat simplistic
characterisation of release management in Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS), the topic has been the
subject of little research in the interim, exceptions
being studies by Erenkrantz [2003] and Michlmayr et
al [2007]. Furthermore, even in the traditional
software literature there have been relatively few
studies of release management, most commonly in
conference proceedings [e.g. Dayani-Fard et al. 2005;
Du & Ruhe 2005; Erdogmus, 1999; Li et al. 2006;
Ruhe & Greer 2003; Sassenburg & Bergout 2006]
and a smaller number of journal papers on the topic
[e.g. Greer & Ruhe 2004; Levin & Yadid 1990].
As the FOSS concept has matured, its commercial
significance and economic potential has also
increased, and issues such as quality and
sustainability have become increasingly important
[Fitzgerald 2006]. Indeed there is evidence that a
significant inhibitor to FOSS adoption arises from the

perception of a lack of guaranteed quality in FOSS
products [Tawileh et al. 2006]. As a consequence,
FOSS projects need to mitigate risk from such
specific issues as lack of deadlines [Garzarelli &
Galoppini 2003], reliance on volunteers [Robbins
2002; Michlmayr & Hill 2003] and ad-hoc
coordination and management processes [Bergquist
& Ljunberg 2004; Zhao & Erlbaum 2003]. A number
of FOSS projects appear to have addressed the above
issues through formalising their release management
process. The latter is an important part of a project’s
approach to quality assurance since developers stop
adding new features during the preparation for a
release and instead focus on the identification and
removal of defects. The feedback obtained after a
release also provides information as to which parts of
the software might need more attention.
Despite the increased company involvement in
FOSS, a recent study found that more than two-thirds
of FOSS developers comprise individual volunteers
[Ghosh 2006]. Consequently, our study focuses on
volunteer FOSS projects as these will require more
formalised processes to mitigate perceptions of risk
in adoption. Furthermore, many of the unique and
most significant benefits of FOSS arise in large
projects. For example, large projects are more likely
to result in communities forming around them which
have sufficient levels of participants with diverse
skills to ensure a rapid development trajectory and
prompt defect removal [Mockus et al. 2002;
Raymond 1998].
Given the above, our overall research objective
can be broadly stated as to investigate release
management in large volunteer-oriented FOSS
projects.
The paper is laid out as follows: in Section 2, we
discuss the topic of release management in traditional
software contexts and then discuss its role in the
specific context of FOSS projects. Section 3 then
presents our two-phase research approach for this
study. Section 4 analyses and discusses the findings
of the study. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss our

conclusions and identify implications for research
and practice.

2.

Software Release Management

Software maintenance is the sub-field concerned
with evolution and maintenance of software after its
initial development and release. Levin and Yadid
[1990] criticise traditional models of software
development which only focus on the initial release
and ignore subsequent releases. A continuous release
strategy is important for several reasons: it delivers
both fixes and new functionality to users [Levin &
Yadid 1990]. Also, it staves off obsolescence by
ensuring the value of the software is maintained
[Baetjer 1997]. As the development environment has
become more dynamic and fast-paced, the so-called
Internet-time [Baskerville et al. 2002], incremental
releases have become more common [Greer & Ruhe
2004]. However, in proprietary release management,
this is a complex issue which requires delicate
balancing as early introduction of a new release may
erode the market-share and revenue generating
potential of the existing release [Krishnan 1994].
In FOSS projects such commercially-driven
balancing has not been significant to the same extent
[Robbins 2002], in addition to a number of other
significant differences. Table 1 provides a summary
which contrasts the differences between release
management in traditional proprietary development
and FOSS projects.
Traditional/Closed
Source
Often follows a waterfall
model
Delivery of a monolithic
release after long time in
development
Uses dedicated planning
tools, such as Gantt
charts
Development releases are
private
Few releases made for
the purpose of user
testing

FOSS
Typically follows iterative
development practices
Small releases published in an
incremental fashion
Few dedicated planning tools
but good integration of
infrastructure (e.g. bug
tracking) with release planning
Development is open, and
releases and repositories
accessible
Development releases
published according to motto
“release early, release often”

Table 1 Traditional v. FOSS Release
Management Practices
Overall, however, release management has been
under-researched in relation to FOSS. While
Erenkrantz [2003] has identified characteristics
related to release authority and actual work during a

release, we know little about actually moving from
the development phase to preparation of a release.
Fundamentally, it is not obvious how a team of
loosely-connected pan-globally distributed volunteers
can work together to release software, some of which
consists of millions line of code written by thousands
of people [Gonzalez-Barahona et al. 2001], in a
timely fashion and with high quality. There is much
evidence to suggest this is a problematic issue. For
example, Debian has experienced increasingly
delayed and unpredictable releases with up to three
years between stable releases. However, this pales
into insignificance when compared with cases such as
tar and Mutt, an email client, which saw more than
five years between stable releases. However this is
further trumped by the compression utility, gzip,
which had 13 years between stable releases (1993–
2006). Nor were these products entirely bug-free
when the new versions were eventually released.
In recent time, the issue of release management
has become an important focus in many FOSS
projects, and a number of projects have drastically
changed their release strategy, thus prompting our
interest in this area.

2.1.

Coordination Theory

From a theoretical viewpoint, release management
highlights the critical importance of coordination.
While much FOSS development involves parallel
development on self-selected tasks [Mockus et al.
2002], when a release occurs, all development work
needs to be aligned and these parallel streams have to
stabilise simultaneously. Given the size and
complexity of some FOSS projects, significant
coordination efforts are needed. This coordination is
difficult, not only because of the size of a project but
also because the majority of participants are
volunteers who are geographically dispersed.
Malone and Crowston [1994] define coordination
as “managing dependencies between activities… if
there is no interdependence, there is nothing to
coordinate”. Coordination theory provides an
approach to studying processes that are employed by
an organisation to perform specific activities and
dependencies that occur while these activities are
carried out. Processes are coordinated in different
ways, but organisations often face similar problems
that are managed similarly among different
organisations. When actors try to perform their
activities, there are dependencies that influence and
limit how particular tasks can be carried out. In order
to overcome these challenges specific additional
activities have to be performed [Crowston 1997].
When analysing activities, coordination theory
therefore makes a distinction between the activities of

a process that are needed to achieve the goal and
those that are performed to manage dependencies.
Coordination theory is mostly concerned with the
latter, namely the coordination mechanisms. Some of
these coordination mechanisms can be specific to a
situation but many are general as they pertain to
different situations across organisations. Malone &
Crowston [1993] have proposed a framework which
can be used to analyse general coordination
mechanisms based on the dependencies they seek to
address (Table 2) which are discussed below.
Dependencies

Shared resources

Producer-consumer
relationships
•
Prerequisite
constraints
•
Transfer
•
Usability

Coordination Process
First-come, first-served;
priority order, budgets,
managerial decision,
market-like bidding
Notification, sequencing,
tracking
Inventory management
Standardisation, ask users,
participatory design

Simultaneity constraints

Scheduling, synchronisation

Tasks and subtasks

Goal selection, task
decomposition

Table 2 Activity dependencies and coordination
processes [Malone & Crowston 1993]
Shared resources:
A resource allocation process is needed when
multiple activities require access to the same limited
resource (such as time or storage space). An
organisation can use different mechanisms to deal
with this dependency. A simple strategy would be a
‘first come, first served’ approach but it is unlikely
that this mechanism is appropriate in complex
situations because it might stall activities with high
importance or urgency. Another way to address this
dependency would be to perform bidding within the
organisation in a similar fashion to a conventional
economic market.
Producer/consumer relationships:
These dependencies occur when an activity
produces something that is used by another activity.
This dependency has three different forms:
1.

Prerequisite constraints: the producer activity
needs to be completed before the consumer
activity can begin. A notification process
needs to be put in place so the consumer
activity can immediately start when the

2.

3.

producer activity has been completed.
Furthermore, organisations can perform active
tracking to make sure prerequisite constraints
are fulfilled, for example by identifying
activities on the critical path.
Transfer: when the producer activity creates
something that must be used in the consumer
activity, some kind of transfer has to happen.
In some cases, the consumer activity is
performed immediately after the producer
activity is completed, so the output can be used
directly without requiring storage. It is more
common, however, that finished items need to
be stored for some time before they are used
by a consumer activity. Hence, an inventory of
completed items is often maintained.
Usability: what the producer creates must be
usable by the consumer. This can be done
through standardisation, but it is also possible
to simply ask the users what characteristics
they want. Another mechanism is participatory
design, in which “users of a product actively
participate in its design” [Malone & Crowston
1993].

Simultaneity constraints:
This dependency occurs when activities have to
happen at the same time (or cannot occur
simultaneously). One mechanism to ensure that
dependencies will not interfere is the creation of a
schedule. Synchronisation can be used to make sure
that events happen at the same time, for example by
arranging for several people to attend a meeting at the
same time.
Tasks and subtasks:
This activity can occur when a goal is divided into
sub-goals (or activities) which are needed in order to
attain the overall goal. It is possible to start with the
overall goal and then decompose the task into
different sub-goals in a top-down fashion. A bottomup approach would be goal selection where a number
of individuals realize that they could combine their
activities to achieve a higher goal.
This framework will be used to integrate
coordination issues related to release management in
FOSS later.

3.

Research approach

This study was not concerned with deductively
testing some a priori defined hypotheses. Rather, the
emphasis was on inductively exploring and deriving
lessons on FOSS release management from grounded
examples of FOSS release management in practice.
As McLean [1973] aptly put it: "the proper place to

study elephants is the jungle, not the zoo". Research
is needed into the actual practice of FOSS release
management, justifiable even solely on the basis that
practice has often preceded theory in the field. In the
early stages of a discipline, theory can best progress
by examining good practice [Glass 1991]. Also,
given the wide gap between the best and average
practice in the field [cf. Boehm 1981; Brooks 1987],
it is important to discover the essentially good
practices of FOSS release management, so that these
can be transferred to other projects.
Edmondson and McManus [2007] argue that the
issue of methodological fit should receive more
attention in planning and conducting field-based
research. They argue that the stage of maturity of
theory and research on a given topic should directly
determine the research approach. They propose a
continuum from an early/nascent theory stage to
mature theory. They also outline a contingency
framework for matching research questions and
approaches given the state of theory in the area (see
Table 3).
State of
Prior
Theory and
Research
Research
questions

Type of data
collected

Illustrative
methods for
collecting
data

Nascent

Open-ended
inquiry about a
phenomenon of
interest
Qualitative,
initially openended data that
need to be
interpreted for
meaning
Interviews;
observations;
obtaining
documents or other
material from field
sites relevant to the
phenomena of
interest

Mature

Focused questions
and/or hypotheses
relating existing
constructs
Quantitative data;
focused measures
where extent or
amount is
meaningful
Surveys; interviews
or observations
designed to be
systematically coded
and quantified;
obtaining data from
field sites that
measure the extent
or amount of salient
constructs
Typically relying
heavily on existing
constructs and
measures

Constructs
and
measures

Typically new
constructs, few
formal measures

Goal of data
analyses

Pattern
identification

Formal hypothesis
testing

Data analysis
methods

Thematic content
analysis coding for
evidence of
constructs

Statistical inference,
standard statistical
analyses

Theoretical
contribution

A suggestive
theory, often an
invitation for
further work on the
issue or set of
issues opened up
by the study

A supported theory
that may add
specificity, new
mechanisms, or new
boundaries to
existing theories

Table 3 Archetypes of Methodological Fit in
Field Research [adapted from Edmondson &
McManus 2007]
In the case of FOSS release management we are
clearly at a nascent stage of theory development.
Thus an open research question and an exploratory
approach in which we seek to inductively develop a
richer understanding based on a deep analysis of the
phenomenon was deemed appropriate.

3.1.

Two-Phase Research Approach

The research was deliberately conducted in two
phases. In phase 1, a series of exploratory interviews
were carried out with core developers and release
managers from 20 diverse FOSS projects. Projects
were selected to ensure a wide coverage of different
types of FOSS projects (Table 4). Interviews were
transcribed, yielding 41,000 words.
Projects
•
•
•
•
•

Alexandria
Apache
Arch
Bazaar
Debian

•GCC
•GNOME
•Libtool
•Lua
•Nano

•
•
•
•
•

OpenOffice
Postfix
Squid
Synaptic
Template
Toolkit

•
•
•
•
•

Twisted
Ubuntu
Vserver
X.org
XFree86

Table 4 Phase 1 FOSS Projects
Following analysis of this Phase 1 interview data,
time-based release management emerged as a
significant issue. In phase 2 of the research, seven
FOSS projects were selected as case studies to
investigate time-based release management in more
depth. We wanted to choose “extreme cases” [Miles
& Huberman 1994] which would reveal more detail
on the phenomenon of interest. The following
selection criteria were used to choose the seven case
study projects:
•
Complex: Phase 1 interviews suggested that
coordination is more challenging in large and
complex projects. Rather than using lines of
code or number of developers, we chose to
operationalise this criterion as whether the

•

•

•

•

project had a dedicated release manager or
release team.
Voluntary: Some definitions of voluntary
FOSS projects are based on developers
participating in their free time and not
profiting economically. However, we
operationalised this criterion in terms of
control. If the release manager cannot control
what someone works on, coordination is
clearly more challenging, and we use this to
characterise projects as voluntary.
Distributed:
Again,
geographically
distributed projects face more complex
challenges in terms of coordination and
release management. Thus we chose projects
which had a pan-globally distributed
developer base.
Time-Based: Given our specific focus on
time-based release management, we chose
only projects which had already moved, or
were currently moving to a time-based release
strategy. This also gave us a range of projects
at different stages of implementation of a
time-based release strategy.
Licensed as FOSS: Our focus is on
collaborative development enabled by FOSS
and hence we only included projects which
had a clear FOSS license, although our
projects included those whose origins were in
both commercial environment and true
community projects.

Details on the selected case study projects are
provided in Appendix A and are summarised in Table
5 which also shows the release interval. The projects
represent a good cross-section of domain and
application type.
Project

Release Interval

Debian

15-18 months

GCC
GNOME

6 months
6 months

Linux kernel

2 week merge
window, releases
every 3-4 months
3 months

OpenOffice.
org
Plone

6 months

X.org

6 months

Introduction of
Time-Based
After 3.1 release
in Jun 2005
2001
Beginning of
2003
Middle of 2005

Beginning of
2005
Beginning of
2006
End of 2006

Table 5 Phase 2 Case Study Projects

The unit of analysis here was the individual FOSS
project, and at least 3 key experts were selected from
each project for in-depth interviews. In this phase, we
also sought to interview a vendor representative
associated with each project wherever possible. This
is important as software vendors rely on FOSS
releases to integrate with their systems, and they can
thus provide a complementary perspective on release
management issues as they serve effectively as the
connection between the developers of the software
and the actual users. This research phase resulted in
67,500 words of transcript.
Below we discuss the case study method and the
interview data collection approach in more detail. We
also discuss the selection criteria for each phase of
the research.
The Case Study Method:
The case study is not viewed in a similar fashion
by all researchers [cf. Smith 1990]. However,
according to one of the more common interpretations,
it describes a small number of contexts, and usually
involves the collection of a large amount of
qualitative information. Case studies can be very
valuable in generating an understanding of the reality
of a particular situation, and can provide a good basis
for discussion. There is no attempt at experimental
design nor precise control of variables. It thus fits
well with Edmondson and McManus’s [2007]
guidelines for research in domains where theory and
concepts are at the nascent stage. Case studies have
also been recommended as a research method for
software engineering research in TSE [Kramer 2006].
In-depth Personal Interviews:
The purpose of the personal interview is to
encourage the interviewee to relate experiences and
attitudes relevant to the research problem [Walker
1988]. It is a very flexible technique in that the
interviewer can probe deeper into any interesting
details that emerge during the interview, and
concentrate in detail on particular aspects.
A reflexive approach was deliberately followed in
the interviews in this study. This has been identified
as important in exploratory research [Trauth &
O’Connor 1991] as it allows for refocusing as the
research progresses, in that responses to certain
questions can stimulate new awareness and interest in
particular issues which may then require additional
probing. Eisenhardt [1989] also recommends such a
strategy, labelling it “controlled opportunism”.
A number of problems have been identified in
relation to the use of interviewing as a research
technique. A frequently-cited problem is that of
researcher bias, that is, the researcher may have
expectations as to what the research is going to

uncover and may ask questions that elicit the answers
he or she wants to hear. This may be subconscious,
but the way questions are phrased may lead to
particular answers being given. The problem of
researcher bias is further compounded by another
associated problem, demand characteristics. This
refers to the phenomenon whereby subjects give
answers that they think the researcher wants. Critics
of the interviewing technique suggest that the
researcher "acts like a sieve which selectively collects
and analyses non representative data" [Bogdan &
Taylor 1975]. However, almost all research methods
are 'guilty' of bias to varying degrees. In the
interviews, open-ended questions were used as often
as possible to allow more freedom for answers. (The
interview guide is available from the authors on
request).

3.2.

Reliability and Validity Issues

Research reliability is concerned with the
consistency with which research results can be
replicated. A frequent criticism of qualitative research
is that due to its subjective nature, replication is
problematic. While acknowledging that qualitative
analysis would not expect all researchers to interpret
the findings in exactly the same way, it is important
that the research process be transparent and
accessible to others. To help address research
reliability, Yin [1994] recommends the use of a case
study database and protocol. A case study database
was established which contained the raw field notes,
transcribed interviews, and coding of this data.
Content analysis was undertaken using grounded
theory coding techniques proposed by Corbin &
Strauss [1990] and exemplified by the research of
Orlikowski [1993]. This necessitates the researchers
to be immersed in the data and to draw on existing
theoretical knowledge without imposing a theory
[Glaser & Strauss 1967]. It, thus, encourages the
researcher to be flexible and creative while imposing
systematic coding procedures [Corbin & Strauss
1990].
The initial stage of open coding involved detailed
examination of the field transcripts to ascertain the
main ideas. These were then grouped into meaningful
headings [informed by constructs developed in
section 2 earlier] to reveal categories and their
properties. Axial coding was then used to determine
relationships between categories and their
subcategories
e.g.
conditions,
context,
action/interaction strategies and consequences. This
process continued in an iterative manner, and resulted
in the elaboration of several categories and
relationships. Analytical memos were written as
patterns and themes emerged from these field notes

(see Appendix B for an abbreviated example of the
above).
The case study protocol specifies the criteria for
selecting the case applications, the choice of whom to
interview, and the interview protocol in terms of
interview questions.
Research validity is concerned with whether the
actual research in practice matches what it purports to
be about. In interpretive research this is primarily
concerned with the “truth value” of the research
[Miles & Huberman 1994].
Construct validity deals with the extent to which
the constructs as operationalised relate to the research
phenomenon being studied. In this study, given the
lack of research on FOSS release management,
construct validity was important. Yin [1994]
describes three tactics to deal with construct validity:
the use of multiple sources of evidence, the
establishment of a chain of evidence, and key
informants reviewing draft findings. In this case, the
collection of data on the same phenomenon from
multiple interviewees over two research phases, both
within and external to the projects, together with
information gleaned from project documentation and
presentations, project websites, and relevant mailing
lists (Appendix A), helped address the multiple
sources of evidence criterion. In relation to the chain
of evidence criterion, this was addressed through the
establishment of a case study database, and the
rigorous analysis and coding of data. Finally, key
informant review and feedback was addressed in a
number of ways. A draft of the findings were sent to
the key informants interviewed from the projects.
Also, the findings were presented at several
workshops and conferences attended by several of the
project participants and FOSS researchers and
practitioners more generally.
External validity is concerned with the extent to
which a study’s findings can be generalised. One of
the limitations of this study might appear to be the
fact that it is based on a small number of cases and
thus there is limited scope for generalisation.
However, Lee and Baskerville [2003] identify a
fundamental and long-standing misapplication of
generalisation whereby researchers have solely
focused on statistical sampling-based generalisability
from a sample to a population, and have sought to
overcome the perceived problem of attempting to
generalise to other settings beyond the current one.
Following this conventional model, researchers have
suggested increasing sample size or number of case
study organisations, but Lee and Baskerville argue
cogently for the ultimate futility of this flawed
strategy. They propose an overarching framework
that proposes four distinct categories of generalising,
only one of which corresponds to statistical

sampling-based generalisation. One of the other
categories in their framework, that of generalising
from empirical description to theoretical statements,
is more applicable to our research study. This view of
generalising from thick description to theoretical
concepts, specific implications and rich insight is also
recommended as a strategy by Walsham [1993] who
identifies four forms of generalisation, all of which
are met by this study:
•

•

•

•

4.

Development of concepts: the concept of timebased release management is elaborated and a
number of associated concepts have been
described and operationalised in relation to
release management and coordination in large
software projects.
Generation of theory: the rich data gathered in
this study about FOSS projects has been used
to generate a theory of time-based release
management.
Drawing of specific implications: a number of
implications follow from the theory that have
practical value to the FOSS community, such
as insights into factors influencing the choice
of an appropriate release interval for a project.
Contribution of rich insight: since this research
has gathered qualitative data from key
personnel involved in release management,
rich insights about the motives behind specific
practices found in the FOSS community have
been obtained. A good understanding of
problems that can often be observed in FOSS
projects and their causes has also been
developed.

Analysis of Findings

We discuss the research findings from each of the
research phases below.

4.1.

Phase 1 - Exploratory Interviews

As already mentioned, phase 1 of this study
involved exploratory interviews with key developers
and release managers of 20 FOSS projects (Table 4).
The most significant findings from this phase relate
to the identification of three different categories of
release, to the preparation of stable releases, and to
fundamental release strategies.
4.1.1. FOSS Release Categories
The three release categories identified differ quite
significantly regarding the audience they address and
the effort required to deliver the release:

•

•

•

Development releases aimed at developers
interested in working on the project or
experienced users who need cutting edge
technology.
Major user releases based on a stabilised
development tree. These releases deliver
significant new features and functionality as
well as bug fixes to end-users and are
generally well tested.
Minor releases as updates to existing user
releases, for example to address security issues
or critical defects.

Since developers are experts, development
releases do not have to be polished and are therefore
relatively easy to prepare. Minor updates to stable
releases also require little work since they usually
only consist of one or two fixes for security or critical
bugs. On the other hand, a new major user release
requires significant effort: the software needs to be
thoroughly tested, various quality assurance tasks
have to be performed, documentation has to be
written and the software needs to be packaged up.
Interestingly, development releases have become
less important as developers are increasingly using
version control systems to download the most recent
version rather than relying on a development release
that may be a few weeks out of date.
4.1.2. Preparation of Stable Releases
Preparing a stable release for end-users involves a
complex set of tasks in which all developers on a
project have to coordinate their work to deliver a high
quality product. While the specific release approach
may differ from project to project, we could identify
a common pattern of staged progress towards a
release where each stage is associated with increasing
levels of control over the changes that are permitted.
These control mechanisms are usually known as
freezes since the development is slowly halted and
eventually brought to a standstill:
•
•

•

Feature freeze: no new functionality may be
added. The focus is on the removal of defects.
String freeze: no messages which are
displayed by the program, such as error
messages, may be changed. This allows
translators to translate as many messages as
possible before the release.
Code freeze: permission needs to be sought
before making any change, even in order to fix
bugs.

Among the twenty projects in phase 1, there was
no common pattern as to how often new user releases

are published. The release frequency ranged from one
month to several years. A number of factors were
identified which are related to the release frequency:
•

•

•

•

Build time: some projects require massive
processor power to compile a binary that can
be executed and shipped to users. This long
compilation step puts a natural limit on release
frequency.
Project complexity: projects consisting of
many different components with large
numbers of developers exhibit a tendency
towards a slower release cycle due to the extra
coordination burden.
Age of the project: young projects tended to
perform releases more frequently. This is
largely because young projects need more
direct feedback from users than already
established projects. Also, young projects are
likely to be smaller and thus it can be easier to
prepare releases. For example, the Bazaar
project chose a monthly release cycle because
they wanted to get new code out as soon as
possible to maximise distribution and
feedback.
Nature of the project: projects which are aimed
at the desktop or other fast-paced
environments have a much higher release
frequency than software which is mainly used
on servers where there is a tendency to avoid
upgrades unless they are strictly necessary.
The audience also plays an important role.
Projects which are mainly oriented towards
developers or experienced users may make
frequent releases because such users are often
interested in the latest technology.

There is another factor which has a major impact
on the whole release strategy of a FOSS project: the
inclusion of the project’s software in a collection of
FOSS software, such as a Linux distribution. FOSS
projects publish their work independently but for a
complete system hundreds or even thousands of
component applications are required. A number of
non-profit projects and companies exist whose
purpose it is to take individual FOSS applications and
integrate them to a system which is easy to install and
use. There are commercial companies which provide
such integrated systems, such as Red Hat or Novell
with their SUSE Linux, as well as non-profit
organisations, such as Debian and Gentoo. The
inclusion in such systems is seen as a very positive
factor for a project because its software is thereby
exposed to a much wider audience. At the same time,
this greater volume of end-users often requires
changes to the release strategy because the project is

no longer solely used by developers who are
inherently more familiar with the software.
4.1.3. Release Strategies
While there are many differences regarding the
specific details of the implementation of a release
management strategy, the following two fundamental
strategies have been identified:
•

•

Feature-based strategy: the basic premise is to
perform a new release when a specific set of
criteria has been fulfilled and certain goals
attained, most typically a number of features
which developers perceive as important. This
strategy is in line with traditional software
release management which is feature-driven.
Time-based strategy: a specific date is set for
the release well in advance and a schedule
created so people can plan accordingly. Prior
to the release, there is a cut-off date on which
all features are evaluated regarding stability
and maturity. A decision is then made as to
whether they can be included in the release or
whether they should be postponed to the
following release.

A number of projects reported growing frustration
with the feature-based release strategy which results
in very ad-hoc processes. All functionality that is
desired is never achieved and so the release manager
has to call for a release at some point, often very
unexpectedly. The previous release is typically quite
dated and so there is a great rush to get a new release
out of the door. This lack of planning can lead to
incomplete features and insufficient testing. This
strategy is also often associated with the motto
“release when it’s ready”. Even though this is a
laudable goal, in practice it is often problematic,
particularly in large projects where there are always
new features that could be added or bugs that could
be fixed. This approach results in major delays
because the project is constantly at the point where it
could make a release but there is always something
that remains to be done. In the meantime, the last
stable release becomes increasingly out of date.
In order to address these problems about a quarter
of the projects investigated in Phase 1 were
considering a migration to a time-based strategy. In
their view, time-based releases constituted a more
planned and systematic approach to release
management, making release coordination easier.
This issue is the main subject of the phase 2 case
study research.

4.2.

Phase 2 - Case Studies

As already mentioned, phase 2 of the research
involved case studies of seven FOSS projects (Table
4). Here we present a cross-case analysis, initially
focusing on the lack of planning and ad-hoc release
management practices across projects, and the
consequent negative short and long-term effects. We
then focus on the implementation of a time-based
release management strategy.
4.2.1. Ad-Hoc Management Processes
In distributed volunteer projects, the lack of
release planning places extreme coordination
overhead on the individuals responsible for release
management. Extreme (and increasingly long) delays
in releases had been common across several of the
projects; indeed, Debian had achieved the unenviable
reputation of never being on time. Due to lack of
overall planning, instructions to prepare for a release
came out of the blue usually. This resulted in a flurry
of development activity as developers tried to make
changes to be included in the next release. Rather
than
slowing
down
development,
freeze
announcements actually had the opposite effect, in
what was aptly described by a Linux kernel developer
as “a thundering herd of patches”, and inevitably
delaying the actual release:

In summary the above led to immediate problems
in the short-term such as:
•
•

•

•

These ad-hoc processes also led to long-term
problems such as loss of credibility for the project,
and fewer contributors for the project as developers
become disillusioned with delays.
4.2.2. A Time-Based Release Management Strategy
All projects were moving towards a time-based
release management strategy based on the early
successful experiences of projects such as GNOME
and GCC. However, four conditions appear to be
essential to pursue a time-based release management
strategy:
•

“I think that freezes were sudden, and, like in
Debian, we were promised a freeze and then it
wouldn’t happen for six months. This means six
months of working incredibly hard for a deadline
which is constantly moving away from you.”
(Murray Cumming, GNOME)
This also had an impact on vendors who needed to
incorporate these releases as part of their
distributions:

•

When you made your changes on the development
branch you wouldn’t know when you would be able
to use those changes. But if you’re making changes
on the stable branch, you’re changing very old
code. (Havoc Pennington, Red Hat)
As a result, vendors tended to backport changes
from the development version to the last stable
release which led to much fragmentation. The
situation was captured well in relation to OpenOffice:
It was very difficult to predict when it [2.0] would
be ready, and as a consequence, we shipped a
product based on release snapshots made three
months before 2.0 while trying to bug fix those in
parallel. (Michael Meeks, Novell)

Huge number of changes to test as developers
added features indiscriminately
Little testing of development releases as these
moved increasingly further from the latest
stable release
Fragmentation of development as vendors
chose to work with their own versions and
avoid the official release
Out-of-date software due to long delays
between stable releases

•

Sufficient development done in release
interval: While this may seem a very obvious
pre-condition, many FOSS projects on forums
such as SourceForge and Freshmeat show very
little development activity, e.g. no change in
version number or code size over an extended
time-period [Capiluppi et al. 2003; Howison &
Crowston 2004]. Thus, time-based releases
would not be relevant to many FOSS projects
as insufficient development would have taken
place.
Distribution costs cheap: If releases are to be
published and delivered at regular intervals,
distribution must be inexpensive and easy.
While distribution may be on CDs,
increasingly releases are distributed via a website from which end-users and vendors can
access the relevant releases.
Release rationale not driven by specific
functionality:
traditionally,
software
distributed as a shrink-wrapped product will
tend towards providing new functionality to
incentivise customers to upgrade. For FOSS
projects it is important that they are not
constrained to provide specific functionality in
a release as such constraints may delay the
project if development and testing are not
completed before the release deadline. Rather,

•

frequent releases tend to be welcomed in the
FOSS context.
Modular code and project structure: while
this requirement relates to the code base and
organisational structure of the project, in effect
the two are highly correlated. Indeed, large
FOSS projects have been shown to be an
aggregation of smaller projects (Crowston &
Howison 2005]. If components in a release are
modular, then any defective modules can be
swapped out of the release, as components can
be developed, fixed and released more
independently. This insight is very important
in terms of time-based release management
because it allows the implementation of two
complementary
release
mechanisms:
individual components may be developed
independently and can make their own releases
as they wish, and the overall release in which
all components are combined and tested can be
performed with a time-based strategy. Such
strategies can be observed in a number of
projects, for example in Debian and GNOME.

Time-based release management also helps
address coordination mechanisms as discussed
earlier. For example, instead of active task
assignment, FOSS relies on self-assignment of tasks.
Development in FOSS projects is done in a massively
parallel way as individual developers work
independently on features they are interested in – the
principle of optimistic concurrency. This selfselection mechanism works especially well in large
projects as it allows developers to work in areas in
which their expertise is best suited. Coordination then
takes place after the fact when the best solutions are
chosen [Yamauchi et al. 2000].
An important coordination mechanism that also
arises from time-based releases is that of a regular
schedule. The objective of time-based releases is to
announce a target date well in advance and then
publish a schedule with important milestones leading
to the target date. A regular schedule creates a
number of significant benefits, discussed in turn
below:
Provides a regular reference point
The parallel and independent nature of FOSS
development reduces the amount of active
coordination
needed.
However,
regular
synchronisation is important so that developers
become aware of other changes that may conflict
with their own work or have other important
implications. GNOME developer Jeff Waugh
suggests a useful analogy with MPEG video
compression. Such compression algorithms do not

store each picture frame individually. Instead, they
store one frame and subsequent changes made to that
frame. At some point, they include a full frame again
and then record only changes made to this frame.
This mechanism reduces the amount of storage space
because not every frame is stored as an entire frame.
At the same time, it provides a safety mechanism to
allow reconstruction because it periodically stores a
full frame from which to start again. This frame,
which contains the entire screen, is known as the keyframe. Waugh argues that regular releases act as a
key-frame:
For us, the stable release is the key-frame — a full
complete picture of where we are. Development is
the modification to the key-frame. Then you have
another key-frame — the full picture. There are
only certain things changing, you’re never unclear
about what has changed, you know what needs to
be tested.
Promotes developer discipline and self-restraint
One of the negative aspects of irregular featurebased releases is that developers rush to get their
work included as they do not know when the next
release will take place. When a regular schedule is in
place, it is easier to persuade developers to revert
features from the release if things are not working
smoothly.
Improved familiarity with the process
If releases happen infrequently, developers and
release managers are less sure about the process.
There is much uncertainty and fire-fighting, and
problems inevitably occur. By implementing a
regular release cycle, developers become more
accustomed to it. Also, this familiarity helps reduce
the burden on the release manager as developers learn
to coordinate better through growing familiarity with
the process.
Self-policing of simultaneity constraints
Simultaneity constraints were identified as an
important coordination dependency earlier. However,
a published schedule allows this to be self-policing
thus reducing the active coordination required by the
release manager. The schedule becomes the overall
planning tool to define interdependencies between
activities. This establishes deadlines for different
activities and arranges activities in a natural order.
This is crucial for many tasks and individuals –
translators, for example, who can only perform their
work when the documentation they need to translate
has been finished and is no longer in a state of flux.
The schedule not only tells translators when they can
start their work, but by specifying a ‘string freeze’ it

will also tell developers when they must stop making
changes to texts (‘strings’).
A clear schedule also allows a vendor to
participate more closely in the development of the
project. With the help of a schedule, vendors can
decide whether new functionality they would like to
ship should be developed as part of the official
project or be part of their own development line. The
predictability offered by time-based releases
encourages vendors to work on the official project
and decreases fragmentation, which has often
occurred in FOSS projects in the past.
4.2.3. Creation of a release schedule
Given the extent to which the release schedule acts
as a coordination mechanism, it needs to be carefully
planned. A necessary first step is to choose the
release interval. Broadly speaking, it is important to
strike a good balance between leaving enough time to
develop new features on the one hand, and to perform
testing and release preparations on the other hand.
One of the main criteria a schedule has to fulfil is to
be realistic. While the majority of developers are
primarily interested in adding as many new features
as they can, the project as a whole, led by the release
manager or core developer, has to be realistic as to
how much new code can be added so that it can still
be sufficiently tested within one release interval.
At a higher level also, there are significant
‘network effect’ advantages to be gained if a project
can synchronise its release schedule with those of
other projects from which it may leverage benefits.
For example, one of the key reasons why the Plone
project has decided to move to a six-month timebased release strategy was to align its development
closer with that of Zope. Plone is built on top of Zope
and the implementation of a similar release strategy
will allow the project to use the newest technologies
developed by Zope.
In keeping with this, a large number of time-based
FOSS projects have chosen a release interval of six
months. Since major Linux distributions, such as
Fedora, follow the same release interval this ensures
that these distributions will be able to ship the latest
releases produced by many FOSS projects. This
increases the exposure of the software and may lead
to better feedback. It may also provide a further
incentive for vendors to get involved in important
projects and help them meet their release targets, as
their own releases might otherwise become
jeopardised.
Finally, at a high level, given the voluntary nature
of FOSS contributions, releases should be avoided
during holiday periods, and given the pan-global
nature of FOSS development this extends to holidays
relevant to all cultures and traditions

Following the choice of release interval, a
necessary next step is the identification of
dependencies, the essence of which is captured in the
following:
We have dependencies. Applications depend on
APIs, translations depend on strings, documentation depends on the UI [user interface], the UI
depends on application writers and the API.
(Murray Cumming, GNOME)
Finally, the granularity of the schedule needs to be
planned. The release interval must be divided into
different phases such as development and testing.
Experience from previous releases should be factored
in as well as dependency information.

5.

Summary and Conclusions

Here we briefly summarise the findings before
discussing the implications of theory and practice.

5.1.

Summary of Findings

Motivated by the continuing maturation of FOSS
towards more hybrid commercial forms, this research
focused on how quality issues such as quality and
sustainability could be improved in FOSS.
Coordination in software development generally is a
critical issue [Herbsleb & Mockus 2003]. This is
further exacerbated in distributed development
contexts, and even more so when the majority of
developers are volunteers, as is the case with FOSS
projects. Given that stresses come to a head during
product releases, release management is clearly a
topic which should be researched in some detail.
Overall, our research found that the feature-based
release strategy common to traditional software
development often causes problems in relation to
FOSS coordination and planning and results in
delays, lack of testing, reduced motivation of
developers, fragmentation of development as vendors
created heir own versions rather than relying on the
official release, and overall loss of credibility for the
project.
Time-based release management, on the other
hand, reduces the amount of active coordination
required because it allows developers to work with
greater independence. Also, it allows projects to
concentrate their resources on creating infrastructure
and mechanisms to support collaboration an
coordination around the critical time of a release.
This serves to keep participants informed about the
status of the project, and helps increase trust in the
process and motivates contributors to participate in
the release process.

Our main findings are summarised in Table 6.

5.2.

Implications

This study has a number of theoretical and
practical implications. We have provided several
examples where time-based release management acts
as a significant coordination mechanism. Table 7
illustrates how we build upon the coordination theory
of Malone and Crowston’s [1993], coordination
concepts as we have particularised their framework in
relation to FOSS release management.
As regards practical implications, much of the
advice to FOSS practitioners is summarised in Table
6. However, a number of other issues could be
explored to good effect.
In the GNOME project, German [2004] found that
paid employees were responsible for certain lessattractive tasks such as testing and documentation,
which did not attract the attention of volunteers.
Given the increased commercial involvement in
FOSS, it would be interesting to assess the effect of
professionalising and compensating the release
management role and related tasks, on the basis that
these are key tasks rather than being inherently
unattractive.
The length of the release cycle is obviously an
issue which requires balancing and will vary across
FOSS projects and probably also according to project
maturity, as younger projects will probably release
more often to get feedback etc. Too long a release
interval may reduce motivation levels and give the
impression of a moribund project. On the other hand,
too frequent a release schedule may limit radical
innovation and ambition as only functionality that
can be accomplished in a release interval may be
considered for implementation.
This work could be specifically extended
empirically and quantitatively to establish whether
time-based releases lead to higher levels of
motivation among developers, or what impact it has
on the level of code contributions. Also, it would be
interesting to test whether the amount and quality of
feedback is higher in time-based release situations.
Moving to the software industry more generally,
the trend towards software as a service also suggests
that a big-bang feature-based release management
strategy is not well-suited as customers are more
likely to appreciate continuous improvements. In this
scenario, customers will use the latest software from
a vendor web-site rather than buy a new shrinkwrapped product. Thus, regular additions of new
functionality and a healthy metabolism of a product
under active development will be more appropriate,
and in turn this calls for a time-based release
management strategy.

Moving beyond the software domain, in other
contexts involving voluntary contributions, it would
be useful to assess the extent to which the lessons
from this study are applicable to other contexts.
Finally, to return to the metabolism metaphor, one
of the interviewees referred to the ‘pulse of a project’
which is determined by its release activity. It
certainly seems that time-based release management
contributes greatly to a healthy pulse.
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Appendix A
Debian: the aim of this project is to integrate software
produced by other projects and create a complete
operating system based on FOSS.
Web site: http://www.debian.org/

Mailing lists: debian-announce, debian-devel, debianrelease
GCC: the GNU Compiler Collection is a compiler
suite which supports a number of programming
languages, such as C and C++.
Web site: http://gcc.gnu.org/
Mailing lists: gcc, gcc-patches
GNOME: this project provides a complete desktop
environment that is easy to use.
Web site: http://www.gnome.org/
Mailing lists: gnome-1.4-list, gnome-2.0-list, gnomedevel-list, gnome-hackers, release-team
Linux kernel: this is one of the most prominent FOSS
projects and provides the part of an operating system
that interacts with the hardware and provides
important resources for other software applications.
Web site: http://www.kernel.org/
Mailing list: linux-kernel
OpenOffice.org: the aim of this project is to provide a
complete office suite, consisting of a word processor,
spreadsheet and other applications.
Web site: http://www.openoffice.org/
Mailing list: releases
Plone: this project has created a content management
system for the web.
Web site: http://www.plone.org/
X.org: is a graphical environment for Linux and User.
Web site: http://www.x.org/
Mailing list: release-wranglers

FOSS Time-Based Release Management
Benefits
Creating a Schedule

Preconditions
•

Sufficient development done
in release interval

•

Provides a regular reference point

•

Distribution costs cheap

•
•

Choose release interval

•

Promotes developer discipline and
self-restraint

o

Balance between what is realistic and
desirable to achieve

Release rationale not driven
by specific functionality

•

Increased familiarity with process
reducing release manager burden

o

Possible network effects from
synchronisation with other projects

Modular code and project
structure

•

Self-policing of simultaneity
constraints

o

Identify periods to be avoided

•

•

Identification of dependencies

•

Plan granularity of schedule
(development, testing etc)

Table 6 Summary of Findings on Time-Based Release Management in FOSS

Dependencies

Coordination Process

Shared resources

First-come, first-served;
priority order, budgets,
managerial decision,
market-like bidding
Notification, sequencing,
tracking
Inventory management
Standardisation, ask users,
participatory design

Producer-consumer
relationships
•
Prerequisite
constraints
•
Transfer
•
Usability
Simultaneity constraints

Scheduling, synchronisation

Tasks and subtasks

Goal selection, task
decomposition

Relevance to FOSS TimeBased Release Context
Optimistic concurrency –
parallel development
Coordination after the fact
Published schedule
Standardisation before
usable

String freezes
Release reference points
Self-selection of tasks
Identification of
dependencies

Table 7 Activity dependencies and coordination processes

Appendix B

My impression is that for almost two years people kept asking Lack of communication leads
``is the API stable yet?'', ``have you finished with this interface, to a dependence on the release
can we start translating it now?''
manager and to a more
centralised
development
process
You have the problem that you cannot suddenly say that now Individual developers require
we have a freeze. For people really to be prepared for it, they information about the release
need to know, I think, several months in advance what is going in order to perform their work
to happen.
I think part of it was that [a 6 month cycle] gives you enough The release cycle has to find a
time to develop some new features without too much time to compromise
between
get too far away from the previous version.
conflicting interests (e.g. doing
more
development
vs
performing a release)
When you're doing a time-based release, all you ever have to Having a clear schedule allows
say is that if you revert it you can put it into the next better control over developer
development phase.
input

